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GENERAL PROGRAMME OF WORK COVERING A SPECIFIC PERIOD 

1 . Article 28(g) of the Constitution provides that one of the functions 

of the Board shall be "to submit to the Health Assembly for consideration 

and approval
5
 a general programme of work covering a specific period". 

2. The Second World Health Assembly considered this requirement and 

requested the Executive Board to submit recommendations to the Third World 

Health Assembly pursuant to the Article.
1

 A first general programme of work
5 

recommended for the four-year period 1952-1955 by the Executive Board at its 
о 3 

fifth session, was approved in general by the Third World Health Assembly. 

The Fourth "World Health Assembly in its resolution WHA4.2 approved a more detailed 

programme for the same period 1952-1955 as transmitted by the Executive Board 
4 

at its seventh session, and further
 11

 Instructed th^ Executive Board and the 

Director-General to continue to develop such long-range plans for the work of 

the Organization and to present these plans to each subsequent World Health 

Assembly for review •丨. 

3 . The Executive Board last considered the general programme of work 

covering a specific period at its ninth session (resolution EB9.R35). Based 

on the recommendation of the Executive Board in that resolution^ the Fifth 

World Health Assembly (resolution WHA5.25) considered that "this programme of 

work provides a broad general policy as an appropriate framework for the 

development of detailed annual programmes in the period 1953-1956". 
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4 . The Director-General believes that the existing programme of work is 

suitable to the present needs of the Organization and that it can be used 

satisfactorily in connexion with the planning of the annual programme for 1956 

and 1957. It is, therefore, suggested that the Board recommend to the Health 

Assembly that： 

(a) the present general programme of work be reviewed and approved 

without alteration; 

(b) the period be extended through 1957. 


